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In the case of *In re Wells' Estate*, David Wells had received shares of stock from his mother, Alida Wells, for his lifetime in return for his agreement that at his death the stock was to be sold and the proceeds paid to his mother or her estate. After the mother's death, David received consents from his sister, Anna Oliver, and his son, John Wells, who were beneficiaries under his mother's will, stating that David's widow should receive income from the stock during her lifetime. Between the time of David's death and his wife's death the stock had become worthless.

If the agreement between David and his mother could be enforced, David's estate would have to bear the loss of the decline in the value of the stock. While Anna Oliver's estate and John Wells were bound by their consents, and thus were unable to have the claim of the Alida Wells estate enforced against the David Wells estate, Anna's interest was only a contingent one, and her death before John resulted in the remainder vesting in Anna's children who in no way consented to the retention of the stock after the death of David Wells. The Appellate Division found that the children were entitled to their remainder interest, but since John Wells was the life beneficiary of the trust on which the remainder was based, and since he had consented to the retention of the stock in the David Wells estate, that court permitted the retention by the trustee (a banking institution) under David Wells' estate of the amount due the remaindersmen until the death of John Wells.

The Court of Appeals, which was only concerned with the protection of the remaindersmen, modified the Appellate Division order so as to provide for the immediate payment of the sum due to John Wells, *as trustee* under the will of Alida Wells, but with direction to pay over the income during his lifetime to the trustee under the will of David Wells for the proper distribution to David Wells' beneficiaries. The court expressed the opinion that only in this manner could the rights of the remaindersmen, whose interest in the sum was considered superior to that of the beneficiaries under the will of David Wells, be fully protected.

To better protect the remaindersmen, the court took the property from the

---

17. It is important to note that the children did not take their interest in this remainder through their mother, but they took directly as remaindersmen under the will of Alida Wells. They were therefore not estopped by their mother's consent, and they were entitled to have the claim of Alida Wells' estate enforced against David Wells' estate for their benefit.
banking institution as trustee and placed it in the hands of an individual, the
same person who had been deprived of his beneficial interest in the trust. "(I)t is
a well-settled principle that a trustee . . . is under a duty to deal impartially with
. . . beneficiaries . . . and successive interests . . ." The court's decision admits
of the possibility of a violation of the trustee's duty as to impartiality and seeks to
avoid this by the substitution of trustees. However, by making this substitution
the court has probably increased the possibility of impartiality, but to the bene-
cficiaries rather than to the remaindemen. Its holding would seem to suggest that
since there is a danger of partiality, the remaindemen's superior interests de-
serve protection over the beneficiaries' without regard for the degree of possible
partiality to each. The writer suggests that the banking institution would have
been the more impartial of the two trustees in this case, and that the degree of
impartiality to each interest should have been the chief consideration rather than
a mere protection of the remaindemen from the possibility of partiality without
regard for the danger to the beneficiaries.

Non-Final Order

Construction of Hallock's Will was an appeal from an order of the Appel-
late Division unanimously reversing, on the law, a decree of the Surrogate's
Court in a will construction proceeding. The Appellate Division remitted the
proceeding "to the Surrogate's Court for the determination of allowances, costs
and interest, and the entry of decree." (Emphasis supplied).

Where the Appellate Division order is final within the meaning of the Con-
stitution, its order would be appealable, notwithstanding the fact that it remitted
the case to the Surrogate's Court for entry of a decree. Remission for the deter-
mination of costs and allowances would not affect finality, since the Surrogate in
his decree expressly reserved these matters "for supplemental decree." However,
remission for the purpose of determining interest rendered the Appellate Division
order nonfinal.
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